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Chapter 4

THE HYDROSPHERE
4.1 Overview
The hydrosphere constitutes an astonishing 5.9 weight per cent of the crust of
Earth and a significant amount of water is present in hydrous and nominally anhydrous
minerals in the mantle as well. Water and aqueous solutions play a major role in the
formation and development of rocks and minerals, the development of physiographic
features, meteorological patterns, and all life processes. Thus it is understandable that
more stable isotope analyses have been made of water, collected from its myriad of
reservoirs on Earth, than of any other naturally occurring substance. Despite the
pronounced reactivity of water, the stable isotope compositions of large and relatively
well-mixed bodies of water like the ocean or large lakes vary little. In contrast, those of
waters in minor abundance, and especially those that form as a result of evaporation (e.g.,
meteoric origin), vary widely. This behavior reflects a simple mass-balance principle that
we shall meet over and over again in this text: during an interaction between two
reservoirs of the same element, the isotopic composition of the element will change more
in the smaller reservoir than it will in the larger reservoir and by an amount that is
proportional to the relative sizes of the reservoirs. Finally, it should be recognized that
the wide range of 18O and D values of meteoric water are fundamentally related to
fractionation associated with phase change. As stated by Gat (1996) “In the water cycle,
the most significant process in this respect is that of phase changes, from vapor to liquid
or ice and vice versa”
Variations in the hydrogen and oxygen isotope compositions of modern natural
waters are presented in Table 4.1. Ocean water is a logical reference material (SMOW =
Standard Mean Ocean Water) for stable isotope analyses of natural waters because it
comprises over 97% of the hydrosphere, is the source of essentially all atmospheric
moisture, appears to be buffered to a relatively constant 18O/16O ratio by both high and
low temperature interactions with mantle-derived rocks on the ocean floor (see Chapter
5), and controls the stable isotope compositions of authigenic minerals that form in it and
the tissues of life forms that inhabit it.
Table 4.1. Representative isotopic compositions and approximate volumes of natural waters
(after Criss, 1999) .
Reservoir
Volume
D(‰) SMOW 18O(‰) SMOW
(%)
Ocean
97.2
0±5
0±1
Deep Atlantic
+0.05
Deep Pacific
-0.15
Deep Antarctic
-0.40
Ice Caps and Glaciers
2.15
-230 ± 120
-30 ± 15
Groundwater
0.62
-50 ± 60
-8 ± 7
Fresh surface water
0.017
-50 ± 60
-8 ± 7
Atmospheric water vapor
0.001
-150 ± 80
-20 ± 10
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While gross variations in stable isotope ratios of natural aqueous fluids were
known from relatively precise density measurements made over 60 years ago, it was not
until the publication of two landmark papers in 1953 (Epstein and Mayeda, 1953;
Friedman, 1953) that we began to understand the relations between isotopic compositions
of natural waters and the physical chemical processes that modify them: evaporation,
condensation, mixing, and exchange reactions. Epstein and Mayeda measured only
oxygen isotope ratios and Friedman measured only hydrogen isotope ratios, but trends in
both isotopic ratios of natural waters are, with subtle but important exceptions, almost the
same. Relations governing variations in the isotopic compositions of meteoric waters
were put on a quantitative basis by Dansgaard (1964) and will be examined below in
detail. An additional excellent summary of fractionation processes in the meteoric water
cycle is given by Gat (1996).
The beauty of stable isotope measurements of natural waters is the fact that
hydrogen and oxygen isotopes comprise the water molecules themselves and thereby
constitute built-in tracers for water. They are most often conservative tracers, particularly
for low-temperature surface waters, but the original isotopic compositions of natural
waters can be changed by physical processes and by chemical reactions with rocks and
other fluids.
4.2 Natural Abundances of the Isotopologues of Water.
Because there are two stable isotopes of hydrogen, protium (1H or H) and
deuterium (2H or D), and three stable isotopes of oxygen (16O, 17O and 18O), there are
nine possible isotopologues of water: H216O, H217O, H218O, HD16O, HD17O, HD18O,
D216O, D217O, and D218O. It is a simple matter to calculate the approximate abundance of
each of these forms on Earth using the average terrestrial abundance of each of the
isotopes. The average terrestrial abundances of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes in atom
per cent are (Coplen et al., 2002):
16O

= 99.7621
= 0.03790
18O = 0.20004
17O

H = 99.9844
D = 0.01557

The abundance of a particular isotopologue is determined by multiplying together
the average abundances of each atom comprising the compound, taking into account
symmetry considerations when appropriate. For example:
H216O (0.999844)2(0.997621) = 0.997310

4.1.

That is, H216O comprises 99.7% of all water on Earth. In contrast,
HD16O (2)(0.999844)(0.0001557)(0.99759) = 0.0003106

4.2

compromises only 0.03% of all water is HD16O (note caveat below) and it is the variation
about this average value that is measured in hydrogen isotope geochemistry.
The squared term in equation 4.1 arises from the fact that there are two atoms of
hydrogen in the water molecule and each atom in the molecule must be accounted for in
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the product of the abundances. The factor of 2 that appears in equation 4.2 is required
because of the symmetry of the HDO molecule – both the HDO and DHO are possible. In
the strictest sense, this symmetry factor is valid only for gaseous or monomeric HDO1.
Monomeric water vapor in nature exists almost exclusively in the atmosphere and arises
from evaporation of standing bodies of water and as emanations from volcanoes,
fumaroles, hot springs and the like. Thus the symmetry consideration has no obvious
practical implications. Nonetheless it is instructive to introduce the concept of molecular
symmetry at this point.
The average natural abundances of the various isotopologues of water on Earth
are given in Table 4.2. Only four isotopologues have sufficient abundance in nature to
have any practical consequence to isotope geochemistry: H216O, H217O, HD16O, and
H218O (molecular weights = 18, 19, 19, and 20, respectively). Forms of any natural
substance containing two rare stable isotopes, like HD18O or D216O, are to all intents and
purposes absent in nature (See however Eiler and Schauble, 2004).
Table 4.2. Average natural abundances of the nine isotopomers of water vapor.

Isotopomer of Water
H216O
H218O
H217O
HD16O
HD18O
HD17O
D216O
D217O
D218O

Average Abundance (%)
99.73098
0.199978
0.037888
0.031460
0.0000006
0.0000001
0.00000002
0.00000000001
0.00000000005

4.3 Meteoric Water
Meteoric water is liquid or solid water that falls or has fallen from the sky and
includes rain, fog, hail, sleet, and snow. Meteoric water resides on Earth principally in
glaciers, groundwater systems, rivers and lakes. Using reasonable estimates of mean
amounts and isotopic compositions of precipitation around the world, global meteoric
water has 18O = 4‰ and D = 22‰. The development of precipitation can be
discussed in general terms, with isotopic effects assigned to each part of the process.
Most worldwide precipitation on Earth occurs over the oceans. About 90% of oceanic
water vapor condenses after minimal horizontal movement of the confining air mass and
falls back into the ocean. The remaining 10% is carried by winds over the continents
where air masses pick up additional water vapor from sources of fresh water on land.
Supersaturation occurs upon cooling of the air masses, and much of the vapor condenses
and precipitates on land. Transport of atmospheric vapor over the continents helps
regulate heat balance on Earth and provides plants and animals with life-sustaining fresh
1

Liquid water is a complicated and constantly changing mixture of isotopically variable water molecules
that are weakly joined by hydrogen bonds into clusters of different sizes.
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water. Because of the extreme importance of these processes, particularly changes in
precipitation in response to anthropogenic climate change, much attention has been given
to the study of stable isotope variations of meteoric waters.
Using generally accepted estimates of vapor sources over land, one concludes that
only about one-third of continental precipitation is derived directly from oceanic water
vapor. The remaining two-thirds of continental water vapor enters the atmosphere
through evaporation of large lakes and rivers and, significantly, by transpiration of plants
(Fig. 4.1). Relatively minor amounts of water are introduced into the atmosphere by
volcanic activity and from extraterrestrial sources like cometary material. Such waters
have distinct isotopic compositions but, under normal circumstances, they can never be
identified simply because they immediately become part of the vast amount of vapor in
Earth’s atmosphere and enter into the hydrologic cycle. They are mentioned primarily for
the sake of completeness. Long term, however, they may contribute somewhat to the D
value of terrestrial waters.

Fig. 4.1. Reservoirs and fluxes for the meteoric water cycle. All meteoric water is ultimately sourced from
evaporation from the ocean. Most of this evaporation is returned directly to the ocean as precipitation. The
small fraction that is blown over the continents is the source of all continental precipitation. A large
fraction of land-based precipitation is returned to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration, with the
remainder returning to the ocean in rivers. Note that the fluxes between all reservoirs are balanced.
The vast majority of freshwater is locked in the ice caps. Extensive transfer to and from the ice caps
depends on climatic conditions. At present, warming is resulting in a diminution of the ice caps and an
increase in flow to the oceans. When the ice caps melt completely, the 18O value of the oceans will be
~0.6‰ lower than they are today. Flux rate and isotope values from Good et al. (2015), converted from
hydrogen isotope calculations using the relationship D = 18O + 10.

4.4 The Meteoric Water Line
One of the most remarkable relations observed in the geochemistry of natural
substances is the near linear relation between D and 18O values of the majority of
waters of meteoric origin. Friedman (1953) first reported the covariance between D and
18O values of natural waters, comparing his hydrogen isotope data with the oxygen
isotope data reported by Epstein and Mayeda (1953). He proposed that the observed
linear relationship between  values was controlled by the covariations of relative vapor
pressures of HD16O versus H216O and H218O versus H216O that prevail during the various
processes that characterize cloud dynamics – particularly condensation. His relation and
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explanation were fundamentally correct, but the isotopic fractionations that occur upon
initial evaporation and transport away from seawater and those attendant on subsequent
processes of evaporation, precipitation and exchange, as well as additions of water from
sources on the continents, are to this day not understood in detail (see Criss, 1999).
Because the correlation between 18O and D values of natural waters was recognized
early (and therefore analyzing both seemed redundant) and, more importantly, because
the equipment necessary to analyze both stable isotope ratios was rarely available at a
single institution, measurements were normally made of only one stable isotope ratio
(D/H or 18O/16O) of water in the early years.
In 1961 Craig (1961) published precise analyses made in a single laboratory of
both isotopic ratios of many samples of meteoric water and defined the Meteoric Water
Line (Fig. 4.2), often abbreviated simply as MWL. Related abbreviations commonly used
are LMWL (Local Meteoric Water Line) and GMWL (Global Meteoric Water Line).
4.4.1 General features of the GMWL
1. A plot of the D vs 18O values of most meteoric waters plot on a line with a
slope of 8. The lowest delta values are found at high latitudes, inland, and at high
altitudes. The highest delta values are found in tropical regions. Evaporated waters (e.g.,
closed basins) plot at higher 18O values (to the right) relative to the global meteoric
water line. See Gat (1996) for a thorough review of isotopic effects of meteoric water.
2. Despite the fact that the ocean is the ultimate source of all meteoric water, the
GMWL does not pass through the ocean water value (D and 18O = 0‰, by definition).
A best fit of global-scale meteoric water data have a D value of ~10‰ for a 18O value
of 0‰. The explanation for this phenomenon lies in the fact that the atmosphere above
the oceans is unsaturated with respect to water. Evaporation into unsaturated air is a
kinetic, irreversible process as explained below.
3. Regression of these data, and many other data accumulated subsequently,
results in an expression that represents the isotopic compositions of the majority of
meteoric waters that fall in regions on Earth where climates are temperate:

D = 8 18 O + 10

4.3.

Equation 4.3 represents very well the modern day global meteoric water line2. If the
stable isotope compositions of ocean water were different in the past, and global
circulation patterns were roughly similar to those prevailing today, the GMWL at that
time would be parallel to the modern GMWL. That is, the slope of the line would remain
near a value of 8 but the intercept would be different.
To a first approximation, the slope of the GMWL is related to the hydrogen and
oxygen isotope fractionation associated with condensation of water and ice. Air masses
cool as they rise and move away from their source. If the temperature of an air mass
drops to the point of supersaturation, condensation and eventually precipitation occur.
2

An unweighted GMWL generated from thousands of analyses of precipitation samples from the
International Atomic Energy Agency network sites ((Rozanski et al., 1992) is represented by an equation
that can be considered a refinement of equation 4.3: D = 8.17 18O + 10.35. An analogous expression
generated by Kendall and Coplen (2001) for samples from the 48 contiguous states of the USA has a
similar slope but an intercept that is 1.4‰ lower: D = 8.11 18O + 8.99.
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Fig. 4.2. Global Meteoric Water Line. Shaded circles after Craig (1961); black spots after Kendall and
Coplen (2001).

The 18O and D values of the condensate will be substantially more positive than those
of the parent vapor. Condensation is generally considered to be an equilibrium process
and thus equilibrium fractionation factors can be used to model it. (Note: At very low
temperatures, supersaturation may occur, and kinetic isotope effects during ice
crystallization will result in non-equilibrium formation of ice crystals (Jouzel and
Merlivat, 1984)). At equilibrium (100% relative humidity), hydrogen and oxygen isotope
fractionation factors between liquid or solid (l, s) and vapor (v) are nearly equal to the
ratios of the vapor pressures of the pertinent isotopologues of water at a given value of T.
For example, for the oxygen isotopologues H216O and H218O
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p
= pH216O/pH218O
p'

4.4,

where p' is the vapor pressure of the heavy isotopologue and p is the vapor pressure of the
light isotopologue. Determinations of l-v have been made both by vapor pressure
measurements and by exchange experiments between water, ice and water vapor. The
ratios for 1000lns-v and 1000lnl-v for D/H divided by 18O/16O are shown in figure 4.3.
The average values are close to 8, the empirical slope for the GMWL.
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Fig. 4.3. Ratios of the fractionation between ice-vapor and water-vapor as a function of temperature.
The ratio is close to 8 over a wide range of temperatures, explaining the slope of the global meteoric
water line. Data sources: Water-vapor: (Horita and Wesolowski, 1994); ice-vapor (a) (Merlivat and
Nief, 1967); (b) (Méheut et al., 2007).

5. Within the limits of analytical error, no data falling to the left of the GMWL
were published for almost 20 years after the GMWL was defined. As a result, this region
in D-18O space was considered a forbidden region. While we are now aware of a few
important exceptions, this forbidden region continues to place constraints on possible
processes undergone by meteoric waters.
4.4.2 Variations in slopes and intercepts of local MWLs
Analyses of a given sample of water collected during a single storm event may or
may not lie on the MWL, but analyses of samples that are weighted averages of
precipitation over a relatively long period of time (groundwater is a good example) at a
specific site in temperate regions will almost certainly lie on or very near the MWL.
Kendall and Coplen (2001) published stable isotope analyses of >4800 stream samples
from 391 sites in the continental USA and demonstrated that such samples are normally
very good proxies for modern local precipitation and corroborated earlier findings that
local meteoric water lines usually have slopes that are lower than 8 (Fig. 4.4). In fact
LMWLs that characterize very large areas of the southern and western USA have slopes
that are <6. The GMWL represents a weighted average of LMWLs whose slopes are
uniformly lower than 8 and whose intercepts vary widely from values as negative as
about –2 to values as positive as about +15. It is not surprising that the many attempts to
derive a general expression for the MWL from first principles have been met with
frustration.
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Fig. 4.4. Local meteoric water lines for selected regions of the United States. In almost all cases, the slope
of the LMWL is less than the global meteoric water line value of ~8. After Kendall and Coplen (2001).

4.4.3 Meteoric waters in arid and semi-arid environments
The isotopic fractionation during evaporation into unsaturated air is a
combination of equilibrium and kinetic (diffusion-based) fractionation between water and
vapor. Craig and Gordon (1965) developed an evaporation model that explains and
adequately predicts fractionation associated with evaporating air (Fig. 4.5). The model
treats the water-vapor interface as a series of discrete layers. In each layer a specific
transport mechanism overwhelms all others, allowing for a series of equations to be used
to quantify the overall isotope fractionation as a function of humidity and the  value of
the free air. Horita et al. (2008) explain the model in detail and their paper should be
consulted for additional information.
In regions where significant evaporation takes place, waters of meteoric origin
can have quite unusual isotopic compositions. Data for waters in arid regions commonly
have a D/18O slope of ~ 5, in strong contrast to the slope of 8 for the GMWL. As stated
above, isotopic fractionations between liquid and vapor in these cases differ from the
equilibrium fractionations due to kinetic isotope effects. In fact, dD/d18O slopes for
evaporating waters are quite variable, typically 4-6, and depend on local conditions of
humidity, isotopic composition of water vapor, and fraction of water evaporated. For the
simple case where the isotopic composition of evaporating water is in isotopic
equilibrium with the water vapor, the following relation applies (Criss, 1999):
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Fig. 4.5. Craig and Gordon's 'laminar layer model' for evaporation of H2O into unsaturated air. The
model consists of discreet layers in which a single transport mechanism dominates over all others,
thereby greatly simplifying the overall evaporation process. The isotopic compositions of the liquid and
vapor layers are shown by the thick black lines. A thin laminar layer in the liquid has an increasing 
value approaching the interface due to preferential loss of the light isotope to the vapor. The  values
are the 'transport resistance' of each layer. The  value of the vapor decreases towards the free air value
away from the interface. Horita et al. (2008) provide a detailed description of the model. Figure from
Craig and Gordon (1965).
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where Dw and 18Ow are the initial delta values of water prior to evaporation, and
 oevap is the fractionation factor between water and vapor at zero humidity. At 20°C,
values of  oevap are 1.0260 and 1.094 for the oxygen and hydrogen isotopologues,
respectively, corresponding to a D/18O slope of only 3.4. When the humidity changes,
or the isotopic composition of the water changes in response to Rayleigh effects, the
equations become substantially more complicated (Criss, 1999).
Under conditions of extreme evaporation, such as is seen in lake water from the
Sahara Desert, extraordinary 18O and D values of +31‰ and +129‰, respectively,
have been recorded (Fontes and Gonfiantini, 1967). Extreme evaporation does not
necessarily lead to extremely heavy values of the residual liquid as in the Sahara case.
For example, the 18O values of ocean water evaporating in the salt pans near San
4-9
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Francisco only reach 18O values of 6‰ (Lloyd, 1966). In contrast to the situation in the
Sahara Desert where vapor leaves the system with minimal back exchange with the
liquid, vapor in the San Francisco atmosphere ultimately reaches isotopic equilibrium
with water vapor. That is, the 18O values of the evaporating water increase but not
indefinitely. Eventually, the back diffusion of water vapor into the remaining liquid
exactly offsets the evaporation of the light isotope from the water to the vapor. The
system has reached steady state and further evaporation will not cause an increase in the
 value of the remaining liquid. This experiment is easily done in the laboratory. Place a
large container of water out to evaporate. The 18O value will rise as evaporation occurs
but will eventually plateau at a value that is buffered by the 18O value of air.
Evaporation effects are seen commonly in lakes and rivers in regions of low
relative humidity. For example, melt waters feeding Lake Tahoe have 18O values of
about 16‰ whereas Lake Tahoe itself has a 18O value of about –5.5‰. Despite the
relatively large volume of water in Lake Tahoe, it undergoes an amazing amount of
evaporation during the year and the 18O/16O and D/H ratios of the water increase
dramatically in response to this process. In like fashion, 18O values of rivers downstream
can be several per mil higher than those of the head waters due to evaporation effects as
the water moves to lower and warmer elevations.
4.5 The Deuterium Excess Parameter
In spite of many complex processes operating in the hydrological cycle, the
relative vapor pressures of the hydrogen and oxygen isotopologues of water normally
vary sympathetically, creating the linear relationship defining the global meteoric water
line given by equation 4.3. Rearranging equation 4.3 results in the following equation:
d D - 8 18O

4.6.

The parameter d was given the name deuterium excess parameter by Dansgaard (1964),
and is also referred to as the deuterium excess value, or simply, deuterium excess. The d
value mathematically expresses how far a sample plots above or below a slope 8 line in
D-18O space. A d excess value of 10‰ fits the data for modern worldwide samples
rather well (Fig. 4.3).
The deuterium excess parameter is primarily controlled by kinetic effects
associated with evaporation of water at the surface of the oceans or inland and increases
with an increase in the moisture deficit (1 – h) of the oceanic air masses, where h is the
relative humidity at the surface temperature of the water (Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979). As
shown in Fig. 4.6, the isotopic composition of water vapor evaporating from a large water
body will lie to the left of the meteoric water line (blue hexagon) following the
fractionation given in equation 4.5. Evaporation drives the remaining water to higher D
and 18O values, with a D/18O slope of less than 8 (red circles in Fig. 4.6). The removal
of water vapor with isotopic compositions that lie to the left of the GMWL results in the
remaining water lying to the right of the meteoric water line. The extreme evaporation
into dry air seen in the Sahara ephemeral lakes results is a d value as low as -120‰.
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While removal of light water vapor will cause the remaining water body to shift to
lower d excess values, the vapor itself will have high d excess values, and later
condensation will result in precipitation with similarly high d excess values (blue circles
in Fig. 4.6). Such a phenomenon is seen in the lake effect precipitation 'downwind' from
the Great Lakes. Water vapor coming off the Great Lakes will lie to the left of the
meteoric water line. When these air masses then cool as they migrate eastward,
precipitation follows a slope 8 trend intersecting the water vapor composition. The
combined 18O and D values will be higher than the initial water vapor, but will have a
similar d excess value. Winter precipitation in Michigan has d excess values in excess of
40‰ in the winter (Machavaram and Krishnamurthy, 1995).

Fig. 4.6. Isotope effect of evaporation into dry air. The evaporated water is more strongly fractionated
for oxygen relative to hydrogen compared to equilibrium fractionation. This is due to the larger mass
difference between H218O (mass 20) and H216O (mass 18) vs. HD16O (mass 19) and H216O (mass 18).
Condensation from the evaporated water will lie on a line with slope ~8 and intersecting the evaporated
water vapor (source) value. The residual lake water following evaporation will lie to the right of the
GMWL.

On a global scale, there is a profound seasonal effect on the d excess parameter
for precipitation. The major driver for this variation appears to be variations in relative
humidity of the sea surface rather than temperature (Pfahl and Sodemann, 2014). Figure
4.7 shows the excellent negative correlation between relative humidity and d excess, and
also the annual variation in d excess. The deuterium excess value of 10‰ that
characterizes the modern GMWL corresponds to a mean relative humidity over the
oceans of 81%. The mean relative humidity of air masses over the oceans is about 10%
lower in winter (colder air masses) than in summer, an effect that explains in part the
seasonal shift from higher values of d in winter to lower values of d in summer
precipitation over temperate continental regions. There is a difference of 10‰ in the
deuterium excess parameter between meteoric waters that developed during glacial and
interglacial periods (Harmon and Schwarcz, 1981). This latter difference reflects extreme
differences in humidity over the oceans under glacial and interglacial conditions. In the
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Fig. 4.7. Seasonal variation in the d excess value of meteoric water.
The global d excess value is clearly related to relative humidity at the
oceanic moisture source (inset). Blue spots are the northern
hemispherically averaged d values. Modified from Pfahl and
Sodemann (2014).

D = 4.6(±0.4)18O + 0.1(±1.6)

United
States,
the
deuterium
excess
parameter varies strongly
with geographic position,
but is not explained by a
single parameter. Instead
it is related to different
source
air
masses,
differences in temperature,
aridity and contribution
from
lakes
and
evapotranspiration (Fig.
4.8).
As
mentioned
above, LMWLs vary
considerably around the
earth in response to local
and
regional
meteorological conditions.
Dansgaard (1964) found
that LMWLs in tropical
and subtropical islands
pass through SMOW (i.e.
d ~ 0) according to the
relationship
4.7.

This relation develops if the bulk of such precipitation arises from condensation of vapor
that is initially generated from rapid evaporation of ocean water. Data for certain other
island stations fall off the trend in equation 4.7 because the islands are located on the
equatorial side of the subtropical high pressure zone.
4.6 Evaporation and Condensation
Natural waters undergo evaporation in a variety of settings including clouds, large
and small bodies of standing waters, soil, and respiratory sites in animals and plants.
Evaporation is a kinetic process. The stable isotope fractionations associated with
evaporation depend on a number of factors and can be surprisingly large. Condensation,
on the other hand, is generally considered to be an equilibrium process. The
fractionation factors attendant on condensation depend on temperature alone and
consequently the isotopic systematics of condensation processes are relatively easy to
treat mathematically. Knowledge of the isotopic effects associated with evaporation and
condensation in air masses and in other reservoirs of water like flowing streams, plants,
and lakes is fundamental to our understanding of the isotopic systematics of the
hydrologic cycle.
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Fig. 4.8. Deuterium excess values of river waters from across the United States. There is a striking NS gradient close to the Mississippi River. From Kendall and Coplen (2001).

4.6.1 Evaporation over oceans
The vapor pressures of the different isotopologues of water decrease in the order
of increasing molecular weight: H216O > HD16O  H217O > H218O. In simple terms then,
lighter isotopologues of water preferentially escape from the surface of the liquid into the
vapor phase upon evaporation and the opposite occurs upon condensation, with heavier
isotopologues preferentially condensing out and leaving a vapor phase relatively enriched
in isotopically lighter water.
The explanation is fairly straightforward in a general sense. Isotopically lighter
forms of H2O species that constitute liquid water (monomers and various hydrogenbonded clusters) have higher translational velocities than heavier forms, and are thus
more likely to escape or rattle free from the surface of liquid water into the vapor phase.
Evaporation is dominantly a unidirectional process when relative humidity is low, so that
back isotopic exchange between departing vapor and remaining liquid is restricted. If the
air above the ocean were to become saturated, then net evaporation would cease. At this
point isotopic exchange between vapor and liquid would become a natural consequence
of the dynamic processes of evaporation and condensation that take place at the interface
of any liquid and vapor in equilibrium with each other. Such exchange would then
rapidly force an equilibrium distribution of isotopes between the two phases. This process
does not occur over the oceans.
Failure to attain complete or equilibrium isotopic exchange between vapor and
liquid causes vapor above the oceans to be isotopically lighter than what would be
expected for equilibrium. Measured oxygen isotope fractionations between ocean water
and non-equilibrium vapor vary with temperature and relative humidity, but a typical
18
value is liquid-vapor = 1.013. That is, vapor over the oceans has a  O value of about
18
13‰ instead of an equilibrium  O value of about – 9‰ (Majoube, 1971). (In
accordance with the idea of ‘alpha’ referring to equilibrium processes, the kinetic, nonequilibrium fractionation over the ocean might better be designated with an ‘epsilon’
terminology, such as liquid-vapor = 13‰).
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At this juncture we have no exact formulation for the difference of approximately
4 per mil between the observed kinetic fractionation between liquid water and water
vapor (l-v) and the equilibrium l-v. During evaporation into unsaturated air, hydrogen
and oxygen isotope fractionations depend not only on the vapor pressures of the different
isotopologues of water, but also on the relative humidity of the air, turbulence in the
liquid, and relative rates of diffusion of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes from deeper layers
in the liquid (Craig and Gordon, 1965). Evaporation into a vacuum depends strongly on
the relative diffusion rates of the different isotopologues of water, but that condition is
vastly different from the case of evaporation of ocean water into air.
One can calculate effective fractionation factors that take into account estimates of
relative diffusion rates (translational velocities) for the different isotopologues of the H2O
molecule, but these fractionation factors do not model well what is observed in nature.
They overestimate the degree of kinetic fractionation. Actual diffusion rates are
significantly lower than predicted on the basis of simple kinetic theory because the
molecules in liquid water move as clusters, not as monomers. For example, the relative
mass difference between H218O and H216O is 20/18 = 1.11. But if water is considered as a
polymerized chain of H2O molecules, then the relative mass difference between two
chains, each consisting of (for example) 5 molecules, with one of the two chains
containing an 18O isotope, is only 92/90 = 1.02. Calculations using a 5 molecule chain as
our parameter for kinetic diffusion gives a reasonable value for the fractionation between
water and water vapor (see Dansgaard, 1964).
Measured 18O values of most vapor over the oceans are between 13 and 11‰,
whereas equilibrium 18O values would be 3-4‰ more positive. The disequilibrium
effect is less for hydrogen isotope fractionation because the difference in mass of the two
hydrogen isotopologues of H2O is smaller than the corresponding difference in the mass
of the pertinent oxygen isotopologues (i.e., HDO/H2O; 19/18 vs. H218O/H216O; 20/18).
The predicted lower sensitivity of the hydrogen isotopologues to diffusion effects is
indeed observed in nature.
The departure from equilibrium in nature is maximum at latitudes of 18-26° (Fig.
4.9), where evaporation is highest and relative humidity is lowest (Craig and Gordon,
1965). Craig and Gordon (1965) proposed the following relation between the degree of
disequilibrium evaporation and humidity:


1
 1 1 
δl  δv  1    2  h       1000
 α ' α 
 α ' 

4.8,

where l and v are delta values of liquid water at the ocean surface and atmospheric
vapor, respectively, h is the relative humidity,  is the equilibrium fractionation between
liquid and vapor at a given temperature3, and ' is the effective fractionation factor
corrected for diffusion in the surface water. Note that when h = 1, equation 4.8 gives the
equilibrium fractionation.

3

Always note the direction that a fractionation factor is stated. In this case it is a liquid-vapor
fractionation not a vapor-liquid fractionation, i.e., l-v , not v-l
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Fig. 4.9. Oxygen isotope variations of water vapor collected on N-S
transect in the N. Atlantic Ocean. The top curve depicts 18O values
of surface water. The curve labeled equilibrium is the calculated
18O value of vapor in equilibrium with the surface water at the
appropriate temperature. The calculated equilibrium 18Ov values
decrease with latitude due to decreasing temperature, however a
much larger effect on the 18O values of water vapor is the relative
humidity. The curve labeled 18O (vapor) is the measured 18O
value of water vapor. The measured 18O values (repeated in this
panel as dotted line to show form only) correlate well with
measured p(H2O) and humidity, illustrating the non-equilibrium
evaporation effect. Modified from Craig and Gordon, (1965).

4.6.2 Condensation and
precipitation
It
is
generally
assumed that condensation
of water in a cloud is an
equilibrium process. If
condensation were allowed
to take place in a closed
system (a sealed box for
example), then the weighted
sum of the liquid and vapor
at any time would always
equal  value equal to that
of the initial vapor. For
example, if the isotopic
composition of the initial
vapor 18Ov,i is -14.0‰ and
the l-v = 1.00935 at 25°C,
then the first droplet of
liquid would have a
composition of -4.78‰.
Under
equilibrium
18
conditions  O values of
the liquid and vapor at any
time in the condensation
process are easily calculated
from a material balance
equation, for any assumed
l-v value.
As an example we
calculate values of 18Ol
and 18Ov when the fraction
of vapor remaining (F) is
0.4. The material (or mass)
balance equation is

(F)18Ov + (1 F)18Ol = 18Ototal

4.9.

The 18Ototal value is the bulk oxygen isotope composition of our system and is equal to
-14%, the 18O value of the initial vapor. Accordingly, the material balance equation for
F = 0.4 is
(0.4)18Ov + (0.6)18Ol = -14.0 



4.10.


The relationship between the 18O values of liquid and vapor come from our  value,
where at 25°C
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1000  δ18Ol
 αl v 
 = 1.00935
1000  δ18Ov

4.11,

and rearranging terms
18Ol = (1.00935)(1000 + 18Ov)  1000

4.12.

Combining equations 4.9 and 4.11, we solve for the delta values:

18Ov = 19.5‰ 18Ol = 10.3‰
As expected, 18Ov becomes increasingly lighter as the isotopically heavier liquid
condenses and preferentially removes the heavy isotopologues of water. (Fig. 4.10).
When F proceeds all the way to a value of 0 (all vapor is converted to liquid), the 18O
value of the liquid equals that of the initial vapor, namely -14‰. The constant
fractionation between v and l is maintained throughout the condensation process.
Generalized equations relating v and l values to F at any point in the condensation
process at constant T are

δ1 

αδtot  1000 F  α  1
α 1  F   F

4.13

and
v = l 1000( – 1)

4.14.

These equations are linear on a plot of  versus F (v* and c* in Fig. 4.10).
In fact the process of condensation is never isothermal. Condensation of a parcel
of air requires cooling, which means that  must increase as the process proceeds. The
isotopic trajectory during condensation with falling temperature is shown qualitatively by
the dashed line in Figure 4.10. The non-isothermal model is a better approximation to
nature, but is still not a valid model for condensation and precipitation that occurs in
clouds because the real system is not ‘closed’. Water leaves the cloud and no longer
participates in any isotopic exchange. The closed-system model is presented here as an
end-member case for the sake of completeness and because it illustrates the mass balance
principle. In addition, it provides examples of simple mathematical manipulations that are
used frequently in stable isotope geochemistry.
4.6.3 Condensation: open system (Rayleigh) isotopic fractionation
Open system Rayleigh fractionation is the other end member fractionation model
that complements the closed system batch fractionation model described above. In the
batch fractionation model, the condensed liquid and remaining vapor are always in
contact with each other and in exchange equilibrium. Under Rayleigh conditions,
condensate is continuously removed from the system as it is produced, thus prohibiting
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back exchange between the two
phases
after
separation.
Each
increment of liquid condenses in
isotopic equilibrium with the parent
vapor, but is then forever removed
from the system (i.e., the cloud) as
precipitation. Because ‘heavy’ water
is continuously lost, the  value of
remaining
vapor
becomes
progressively more negative with
increasing degree of condensation and
the  value of newly formed
condensate becomes correspondingly
lower and lower by an amount
dictated by the fractionation factor at
the temperature of condensation.

Rayleigh fractionation in an
air mass can lead to very large
depletions of the heavy isotopes in
precipitation, particularly after the air
mass has lost most of its vapor.
Mathematically, as the fraction of
Fig. 4.10. Correlation between isotopic composition and
vapor remaining approaches zero, the
fraction of vapor remaining during equilibrium
 value of the vapor approaches the
isothermal condensation of a liquid from vapor. At F =
limiting value of -1000‰. Very low
1, there is only vapor, while F = 0 represents all liquid
D values of water vapor at very high
and no vapor. The curves v* and c* are the trajectories
of vapor and condensate for equilibrium isothermal
altitudes are an example of an
processes. The difference between the two is the
effective
Rayleigh
fractionation
equilibrium fractionation 1000lnl-v. The curves ´v and
process. From observations made over
´c are vapor and condensate trajectories for
many years, it appears that gross
condensation during cooling. Curves v,R and c,R are
isotopic variations in precipitation on
vapor and condensate trajectories for condensation under
Earth are explained for the most part
Rayleigh conditions. After Dansgaard, (1964).
by Rayleigh fractionation in air
masses. Nonetheless, we are far from understanding these processes in detail. For further
information on the Rayleigh equation and models developed to explain MWLs, the
student is referred to the following articles: (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984; Gat, 1996; Criss,
1999; Galewsky et al., 2016).

The Rayleigh equation is used to model many naturally occurring equilibrium
processes other than precipitation in which a newly-formed phase is removed or isolated
from the ‘parent’ from which it forms. Examples include crystals precipitating from a
magma, decarbonation in a metamorphic system, and volcanic degassing to name a few.
In modeling precipitation, a constant fractionation factor is normally used despite the
obvious fact that temperatures of condensation in real systems must be decreasing (see
Dansgaard, 1964 for a more detailed discussion). For the stable isotope relations
attendant on equilibrium precipitation of liquid water from water vapor in clouds, the
relevant Rayleigh expression with constant  is
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R
1
  =F
 Ri 

4.15,

where R = the isotopic ratio (D/H) or (18O/16O),  is the fractionation factor between
liquid and vapor, F is the fraction of vapor remaining, and i stands for initial ratio4. In the
-notation, equation 4.15 reduces to
δv  δv ,i  1000  F  α 1  1000

4.16,

where v is the isotopic composition of the vapor for a given value of F, and v,i is the
isotopic composition of the initial vapor.
The corresponding equation for liquid5 water condensed at this value of F is
18Ol = (18Ov + 1000) – 1000

4.17.

The integrated  value of the precipitation at any F is determined from mass balance
using equation 4.9. The trajectories of vapor and liquid undergoing Rayleigh
fractionation are shown in Fig. 4.10 as v,R and c,R.
Temperatures of condensation in real air masses are not constant, and the  value
is continuously changing. The Rayleigh equation cannot be integrated with varying 
values unless the relationship between (a function of temperature) and F is known. To
address this problem, Dansgaard (1964) proposed the following expressions to model
Rayleigh fractionation under conditions of varying temperature

l 


(i  1000) F (m 1)  1000
i

4.18

1
(i  1000) F (  m 1)  1000
i

4.19,

and

v 

where , i and m refer to the momentary condensation temperature at T, at the initial
temperature Ti, and at (T + Ti)/2, respectively. A more quantitative treatment of Rayleigh
fractionation with changing temperatures can be found in Rowley and Garzione (2007).
Real air masses experience a series of precipitation cycles during which both the
vapor remaining and the precipitation become progressively lighter. A cartoon of
meteoric water precipitating from an air mass generated over ocean water is given in
Figure 4.11. The water vapor over the ocean has a 18O value of about -13‰. Some vapor
condenses, and rains out with a 18O value of -5‰, 8 per mil heavier than the vapor. The
4

See Criss (1999, pg. 106) for a derivation of the Rayleigh equation.
Strictly speaking, the Rayleigh condensation model crudely explains the slope of 8 for the MWL, but only
if the condensate is liquid. Slopes < 8 obtain when ice is the condensate.
5
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removal of this relatively heavy water leaves behind vapor with a lower 18O value of
-15‰, so that the next cycle of rainout has a 18O of –7‰ (for example) instead of –5‰.
As the air mass moves farther inland, and more and more precipitation cycles occur, the
18O values of vapor and condensate become progressively more negative, effectively
following the Rayleigh curves of Figure 4.10. Remember that as the temperature of
condensation decreases, the fractionation increases.
4.7. Factors Controlling the Isotopic Composition of Precipitation.
There are a number of factors that control the oxygen and hydrogen isotope
composition of meteoric water as outlined in the following sections. Isotopic variations
occur over long time periods, between seasons, and even within a single storm. Isotopic
gradients exist with latitude and altitude and as a function of the amount of precipitation.
An excellent database of existing stable isotope analyses for various meteoric waters is
http://wateriso.utah.edu/waterisotopes/.

Fig. 4.11. Schematic of distillation effect for meteoric water. A large kinetic fractionation occurs
between ocean and vapor. Liquid condensing in clouds is in equilibrium with vapor and is heavier than
coexisting vapor. Remaining vapor becomes progressively lighter, leading to lower 18O and D values
farther from the water source.

4.7.1 Temperature
Surface temperature, especially at high latitudes where precipitation forms near
the ground surface, is correlated with the isotopic composition of meteoric water. This
phenomenon is easily explained by the temperature dependence on l-v. Values of
1000lnl-v for H and O vary strongly with temperature, but the ratio of the two has a
nearly constant value of 8 (Fig. 4.3). The dominant control on the isotopic
composition of precipitation from a given air mass is the fraction of vapor
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remaining. By the time an airmass reaches a region located at high latitudes, high
altitudes or significantly inland it has generally become significantly colder and cannot
hold as much water as it held or could have held in warmer regions that are closer to the
ocean or at lower elevations and latitudes. The loss of the heavy isotope to the liquid
lowers the isotopic composition of the remaining vapor and the effect becomes larger at
low temperature because the fractionations are larger. Thus temperature is indeed a
control on the isotopic compositions of local meteoric water, but mainly in the sense that
it controls the amount of water that a given air mass has lost. In fact, the apparent
controlling factors or effects on the isotopic composition of meteoric water that will be
discussed below are merely different expressions of this same thing.
Dansgaard (1964) first recognized the good correlation between the weighted
mean isotopic composition of precipitation in temperate climates and mean annual
surface temperature at the collection site. This correlation, shown in Figure 4.12,
provides the basis for many paleoclimate studies where analyses are made of proxies for
local precipitation in a given area in the past. Since this early publication, the correlation
has been refined through thousands of analyses of meteoric water from all over the world.
Dansgaard’s global correlations between 18O, D and mean annual surface temperature
are
18O = 0.69Taverage – 13.6
4.20
and
D = 5.6Taverage  100
4.21.

Fig. 4.12. Effect of mean annual air temperature on the oxygen
isotope composition of meteoric water. The effect is largest,
and most linear at high latitudes, where condensation occurs
close to the land surface. Circles are annual data from
Dansgaard (1964); Open diamonds are summer, closed
diamonds are winter data from Fricke and O’Neil (1999).

The temperature coefficient of
 d18 O 

  0.69 is in good
 dT 
agreement with predictions
made from experimental and
theoretical considerations. The
relationship is strongest at high
latitudes with far more scatter at
mid- and equatorial regions
(Fig.
4.12).
Clearly
the
temperature coefficient varies
from place to place in response
to a number of meteorological
factors.
For
meaningful
paleoclimate reconstructions in
a given region, attempts must be
made
to
evaluate
this
temperature coefficient in that
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region at the time of interest (Fricke and O'Neil, 1999). The combination of Rayleigh
fractionation and temperature effects result in a strong latitudinal gradient in 18O and D
values of meteoric water. As an extreme example of the effect of latitude and temperature
(not independent parameters) on the isotopic composition of precipitation, D and 18O
values of snow samples from the South Pole are as low as –495‰ and –62.8‰,
respectively (Aldaz and Deutsch, 1967; Jouzel et al., 1987).
4.7.2 Distance or continentality effect
Precipitation becomes isotopically lighter as the parent air masses move farther
from their sources and over the continents simply because they have undergone more
cycles of precipitation and F approaches ever-lower values. The continentality effect is
obviously associated with the temperature decrease (T) between the source of
atmospheric vapor and point of precipitation. The T parameter is logically tied to the
seasons, such that the continentality effect is greater during the colder months. In Eurasia,
18O values of meteoric water drop very regularly with distance eastward, the effect
being more pronounced in wintertime (about 3‰/1000 km) than in summertime (about
1.5‰/1000 km). In summertime, the continentality effect is lower because temperature
(and hence the  value) differences are less and because recycling of precipitation by
evapotranspiration is more intense in the summer. In some cases, the continentality effect
is minimal because there is strong recycling of moisture via evaporation from the same
region as precipitation. The effect is particularly strong in the Amazon basin, where
intense evaporation and reprecipitation occurs over the entire region and the inland
gradient is only 0.75‰/1000 km (Salati et al., 1979).
4.7.3 Latitude effect
18O andD values of precipitation decrease with increasing latitude again
because the degree of rainout of air masses increases and temperatures decrease with
latitude. While decreases in delta values with latitude are regular, they are by no means
linear as many topographic and local meteorological conditions are operative as well in
the process of rainout. Global scale circulation patterns also differ over oceans and
continents as well as over eastern vs. western seaboards. The gross magnitude of the
latitude effect in mid-latitude regions is about – 0.5‰ per degree of latitude. (Fig. 4.13).
4.7.4 Altitude effect
The isotopic composition of water becomes lighter with increasing altitude. As an
air mass is deflected upward by a mountain, it decompresses, cools adiabatically, and
more rainout occurs. The percentage of vapor remaining in the air mass will decrease
rapidly if the relief is high. In fact, topographic relief has an intensely strong effect on the
isotopic composition of the precipitation.
Both continentality and altitude effects are illustrated nicely by isotopic
compositions of precipitation falling in and around the Sierra Nevada Mountains in
western South America. In this region, where prevailing winds are easterly, 18O values
of precipitation drop slowly (about 1‰/1000 km) as air masses travel westward across
the Amazon basin (the continentality effect), but drop rapidly to about – 0.2‰/100m as
the remaining atmospheric moisture is carried up the Andes (the altitude effect). Poage
and Chamberlain (2001) compiled data from many investigations of the altitude effect
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Fig. 4.13. Contours of hydrogen isotope composition of annual average precipitation. There is a regular
lowering in the D values of precipitation with latitude with regional orographic effects superimposed.
Modified from Meehan et al.(2004).

and concluded that a gradient of –0.26 ‰/100 m characterizes the effect at most places in
the world for elevations up to about 5000 m (Fig. 4.14). Numerous authors have used the
very strong altitude effect as the basis for determining paleoaltitudes (see Reviews in
Mineralogy v. 66 Paleoaltimetry: Geochemical and Thermodynamic Approaches for an
overview of applications).
4.7.5 Amount effect
The amount effect is a negative correlation between mean  values and amount of
monthly precipitation in tropical regions. Note that in higher latitude regions, this
negative
correlation
disappears or can even
show a weak positive
correlation (Kendall and
Coplen, 2001). For the
tropical stations, the
values of rain falling
at a given tropical station
are high in months with
little rain and low during
the rainy season (Fig.
4.15). In accordance
with principles already
established, the more
rainout that occurs from
a given air mass, the
Fig. 4.14. Changes in the 18O values of meteoric water relative to the
lower the delta value of
local sea level 18O values (hence the 18O terminology). Data are
subsequent precipitation.
Poage and Chamberlain (red circles, 2001) and Rowley (green circles,
But the behavior of
2007).
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18

 O (SMOW)

water in convecting air masses is very complicated and explanations for the amount
effect are given only in qualitative terms. There are four processes associated with
convecting air mass systems that should be considered in attempts to understand the
amount effect: (1) as air rises and cools to saturation, condensate falls through other
droplets that formed below, and can exchange with them, (2) the droplets can grow larger
by taking on more vapor as they fall, (3) upon exiting the cloud the droplets can
evaporate into dry air, and (4) droplets can exchange with vapor present in unsaturated air
below the cloud.
When droplets evaporate into very dry air, isotopically light molecules vaporize
preferentially and with a kinetic isotope effect. The liquid that reaches the surface in
gentle rains will thus be relatively heavy. The lower the humidity the greater is this
effect. At times when air is more humid, the probability of encounters between falling
droplets and vapor molecules in the air increases and exchange can occur between them.
As a result of such exchange reactions, the liquid becomes richer in the heavier isotopes
simply because of the positive direction of the isotopic fractionation between liquid and
vapor. Thus the two processes of evaporation and exchange explain the enrichment of
heavy isotopes in gentle tropical rain. These same processes must not be operating during
periods of intense tropical rainfall. At those times, rapidly ascending air masses result in
deep cooling of the air mass, massive rainout, low values of F, and isotopically light
precipitation. The 18O values of vapor over the tropical oceans are about –13 to -11‰
and that mean 18O values of precipitation in the rainy months in tropical regions
approach such values. Light isotope ratios of precipitation from hurricanes attest to the
efficiency of large ‘fractionation chambers’ in these massive storms (Gedzelman et al.,
2003).
Isotopic effects associated
0
with the processes undergone by
water droplets falling through
-2
saturated or dry air deserve further
consideration. When the amount of
-4
precipitation is low, the degree of
-6
cooling below the cloud mass is
minimal. Under these conditions,
-8
the below-cloud air temperature
can be relatively high and
-10
0
100
200
300
400
significant evaporation will take
place. Evaporation is obviously
Amount (mm precipitation)
most pronounced when rainwater
Fig. 4.15. Amount effect at Binza, Congo. mm precipitation
18
falls through dry, hot air. The
vs.  O value. After Dansgaard, (1964),
frequently
beautiful
natural
phenomenon called virga (rain that
never arrives to the ground) develops under these conditions.
A water droplet falling through saturated air will undergo no evaporation, but will
exchange with vapor in the surrounding air. At saturation, the rate of evaporation of a
falling water drop equals the rate of condensation on the surface of the drop. Many
studies have been made of the equilibration time between a raindrop and the vapor in its
environment. Using HDO as a tracer, (Friedman et al., 1962) determined that the rates of
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exchange between droplets and vapor are rapid for all but the largest raindrops. The
interplay between evaporation and exchange is obviously complex. It is natural to assume
that rates of evaporation increase with a decrease in humidity, but there is a feedback
mechanism that limits the degrees of evaporation and exchange processes. Large droplets
fall rapidly and thus have a greater tendency to evaporate than do small droplets. But,
evaporation causes a diminution in the size of the droplet which, in turn, reduces its rate
of descent and therefore, the degree of evaporation. At the same time, because the water
droplet is falling more slowly, it has more time to exchange with the water vapor in the
air. A rigorous overview of the atmospheric physics of water vapor and how it controls
the isotopic composition of water vapor is given in a recent paper by Galewsky et al.
(2016).
4.7.6 Seasonal effects
Many environmental parameters change with the seasons. Seasonal changes in
temperature clearly affect the isotopic composition of precipitation. In fact all the factors
discussed above are influenced by seasonal change. Both the continentality effect and the
deuterium excess factor are higher in winter than in summer for reasons explained above.
The amount of rain in one season can be far more than in others, so that the amount effect
can have a major effect on the isotopic composition of precipitation.
Differences in stable isotope compositions between summer and winter
precipitation are seen all over the world. There are three primary processes that
contribute to this effect (Gat, 1996). The most pronounced of these is almost certainly
related to seasonal temperature variations. The Rayleigh effect is more pronounced at
lower temperatures, explaining the low isotope values in winter. The seasonal effect
tends to be more pronounced with increasing latitude (Fig. 4.16). Evapotranspiration is
also higher in summer. The return of moisture to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration
will reduce the 'distance' or 'continentality' effect. Finally, different moisture sources in
summer and winter will affect the isotopic composition of precipitation. For example, in
New Mexico, masses carrying winter precipitation originate over the Pacific Ocean and
approach New Mexico from the west, while those carrying monsoonal rains in the
summer originate in either the Gulf of Mexico or the Gulf of California and approach the
area from the south and east. In St. Louis, there is a regular seasonal variation in the 18O
values of precipitation. Criss (1999) proposed that this seasonality is related to the annual
migration of the Gulf Stream, with different sources of precipitation being tapped in
summer and winter. There are a number of additional minor complications that can arise
with seasonal change and the reader is referred to Dansgaard (1964) and Criss (1999) for
further details on seasonal effects.
The d excess values also change with season. Seasonal air temperature and
humidity variations at the ocean source of precipitation will result in higher d excess
values in the winter months. In cold climates, precipitation of snow rather than water will
affect the evaporation of falling raindrops, which will also contribute to higher d excess
values in winter (Gat, 1996).
4.8 Groundwater
Combined hydrogen and oxygen isotopic data provide us with a unique
geochemical tool for evaluating the sources and flow paths of groundwaters. In most
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Fig. 4.16. Compilation of average monthly precipitation over a number of years for Waco Texas and
The Pas, Manitoba. Larger seasonal variations are seen at the more northerly site, due to a combination
of larger seasonal temperature variations and distance from source. Data from GNIP
(https://nucleus.iaea.org/wiser/gnip.php).

cases, isotopic compositions of groundwaters represent the average isotopic compositions
of precipitation that fell relatively recently in the local recharge areas. In some areas,
water in deep aquifers can have isotopic compositions that are completely different from
those of modern precipitation and may provide important paleoclimate information (e.g.,
Jasechko et al., 2015). Sometimes this difference is a result of recharge regions being
very distant from the collection site, but commonly such waters are very old and were
trapped in the aquifer when local climatic conditions were very different, as in the
Pleistocene.
In areas of high topographic relief or those close to rivers fed from higher
altitudes, groundwaters are often a mixture of local precipitation and distal (high altitude)
waters with much lower 18O values. These differences can be exploited nicely in
environmental and hydrological studies. For example, groundwater pumping for domestic
usage in the region of Sacramento has lowered the head in the region and induced flow of
water into that system from the nearby Sacramento and American rivers whose sources
lie high in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Unperturbed groundwaters there have 18O
values of about 7‰ whereas the 18O values of the two rivers are about 11‰. With
such a sharp contrast in isotopic compositions, it is easy to monitor the extent of
infiltration of the river waters into this groundwater system. A 18O contour map of the
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region shows a clear gradient in 18O values from 7‰ for waters sampled far from the
rivers to –10.5‰ for waters sampled closer to the rivers (Criss and Davisson, 1996).
Sources and flow paths of groundwaters can be traced on very large scales in
major aquifer systems. A remarkable example is provided by groundwater that discharges
from natural springs and artesian wells in central Missouri. Stable isotope analyses of all
these waters lie on the MWL so the waters were not altered isotopically during their
passage from recharge area to discharge area (Fig. 4.17). The freshwater springs have
18O values of about –7‰ and D values of about –50‰, typical of modern precipitation
in the region. Springs with higher salinities have 18O and D values as low as -15‰ and
-108‰, respectively. These low-18O waters most likely originated at high elevations in
the Front Range of Colorado and traveled in the Western Plains Aquifer system to the
central lowlands of Missouri, a distance of more than 1000 km (Banner et al., 1989;
Musgrove and Banner, 1993). The high salinity of these waters occurred during passage
through the Permian salt deposits in Kansas, without concomitant isotopic exchange with
the enclosing rocks. Knowing that the Front Range was uplifted at about 65 Ma, flow
rates in this system are at least 0.015 m/y, a value that is compatible with model flow
rates calculated independently. Stable isotope data can be very useful in understanding
origins and flow patterns of large aquifer systems and in developing generalized models
for such systems.

Fig. 4.17. Example of groundwater mixing from mid-continent of the United States. Three distinct waters
can be identified; a) local Missouri groundwaters (orange), distal waters sourced from the Rocky
Mountains with low D values and moderate salinities (blue) and brines with high salinities and D values
(red). Groundwaters plot in the mixing field of D vs chlorinity 1/[Cl-] within the three endmembers.
After Musgrove and Banner (1993).

4.9 Geothermal Systems
Geothermal fields exist in volcanic regions all over the world. Some are exploited
for geothermal energy and all hold the fascination of scientists and laymen alike. A welldefined body of magma has been identified under the system at Yellowstone National
Park and exotic chemical compositions characterize the waters of many systems in the
world. It is understandable that many early workers believed that geothermal waters
contained a significant component of primitive magmatic fluid whose components had
never seen the surface of the Earth. Such a fluid is called juvenile water and the quest to
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identify juvenile water occupied the research activities of many leading scientists in the
first half of the twentieth century. The origin of geothermal fluids was determined
unambiguously by stable isotope measurements and remains one of the crowning
achievements of the discipline. Friedman (1953) first recognized the dominance of

Fig. 4.18. D-18O values for geothermal waters (open circles) and equivalent local meteoric waters
(filled circles). The D values of the geothermal waters are the same as the local meteoric water, clearly
identifying their origin. The 18O values of the geothermal waters, on the other hand, are shifted to
higher 18O values, consistent with a meteoric source that has been modified by high temperature
interaction with the host rock. After Craig (1963).

meteoric water in these fluids by noting that D values of certain hot springs were very
similar to those of local meteoric waters. A full understanding of the origin of the
aqueous component of these fluids came through combined hydrogen and oxygen
measurements by Craig et al. (1963) who showed that D values of geothermal waters
are nearly identical to those of the local meteoric water, while the 18O values are usually
shifted (the 18O-shift) to more positive values (Fig. 4.18). The important conclusion was
drawn that geothermal waters all over the world are dominated by local meteoric waters.
Juvenile waters, if present at all, cannot constitute more than about 1% of these fluids.
The modifications to the oxygen, but not hydrogen isotope values of meteoric
water can be understood in terms of hydrothermal interaction at depth. Volcanic terranes
are riddled with cracks and fissures. Precipitation easily enters the ground through these
cracks and descends to significant depth where it interacts with hot rocks. As a result of
water/rock interactions, isotopes are exchanged and chemical constituents are taken into
solution. The evolved fluids ascend to the surface in convection systems that are
numerous and varied in geothermal fields.
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Oxygen in descending meteoric waters undergoes exchange reactions with
crystalline igneous rocks at depth and other rocks (often carbonates) that the fluid
encounters on its journey back to the surface. Because rocks have very high 18O values
relative to the negative 18O values of meteoric waters, high temperature interaction will
raise the 18O values of the water and lower the 18O value of the rock. In contrast,
hydrogen isotope compositions of neutral6 geothermal waters are not different from those
of local precipitation. This observation is explained by the simple fact that there is very
little hydrogen in igneous rocks and none in carbonate rocks. There is simply no reservoir
of hydrogen with which the water can exchange. The concept of fluid-rock ratios and
high temperature isotopic exchange between rocks and fluids will be considered in more
detail in Chapters 11 and 12.
4.10. Basinal Brines and Formation Waters
Large sedimentary basins host old, highly saline waters called basinal brines or
formation waters, if associated with oil. These brines are of particular interest because
they are commonly encountered in regions hosting oil or economically important ore
deposits. These fluids share a number of characteristics: (1) they are commonly found at
depths between 500 and 3700m, (2) the reservoir rocks are of marine origin, and (3)
salinities range from 5 to 30‰. Given the host rock and high salinities, it is natural to
conclude that such fluids have a marine origin, and are simply connate waters trapped
during sedimentation. But such is not the case. The scientific literature is replete with
studies of the origin of these important natural fluids and stable isotope analyses have
played a major role in understanding them. Isotopic analyses have been made of
formation waters from California, the Gulf Coast, and the Paris Basin and brines from the
Illinois, Michigan, Delaware, and Alberta basins among others. 18O and D values of
these fluids covary in a systematic way (Fig. 4.19). Typically data for the lowest salinity
and lowest temperature fluids plot near the LMWL, and there is a systematic, though
scattered, increase in both 18O and D values with increasing salinity and temperature.
Because of significant scatter in the data initially published for brines from mid-latitude
basins, there was some doubt about the connection of such brines to locally derived
meteoric water. Such doubts were removed by the publication of data for brines from the
high-latitude Alberta basin (Hitchon and Friedman, 1969). In Alberta the light isotopic
compositions of local meteoric waters provide strong contrast with the isotopic
compositions of marine components to the brines. At least 30% of the water in Alberta
brines is meteoric water and the other component(s) may be marine waters that were
diagenetically altered.
The increase in 18O values and salinity of basinal brines with temperature is due
primarily to the effect of temperature on the rate or extent of oxygen isotope and
chemical exchange between water and enclosing rocks. Sedimentary rocks have very
high 18O values, typically 20-30‰, and the main reservoir of oxygen in these systems
resides in the rock. Therefore, for reasons explained above, the water becomes enriched
in 18O as a result of exchange reactions with the rocks. Increase in evaporation with

Some hydrothermal waters are acidic and D values of such waters are normally more positive than those
of local meteoric waters. This effect arises because of the isotopic properties of the H3O+ ion.
6
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increase in temperature may also play a role in this 18O enrichment process.
The increase in D values of basinal brines with increase in temperature is less
well understood. Possible explanations include (1) exchange with hydrous minerals,
because D concentrates in water relative to minerals, (2) exchange reactions with or loss

Fig. 4.19. 18D values of basinal brines. The combined delta values track back to those of local
meteoric water. The most saline brines are generally those with the highest combined 18O-D values.
After Clayton et al., (1966).

of H-bearing gases like H2S, CH4 or H2 because D concentrates in water relative to these
gases, and (3) membrane filtration because isotopically lighter water is preferentially
squeezed out of sediments when they are compacted (Coplen and Hanshaw, 1973).
In summary, the following explanations for the stable isotope systematics of
basinal brines have been proposed:
1. With the passage of time, original connate waters were flushed away by
meteoric waters that entered the system. In addition to this flushing process, water/rock
interactions altered the chemical and isotopic compositions of the fluids (Clayton et al.,
1966).
2. The original marine waters underwent evaporation and diagenetic alterations
before being trapped and provide one component of a 2-component system. The other
component is locally derived meteoric water whose isotopic composition could vary with
time (Hitchon and Friedman, 1969).
3. Basinal brines are mixtures of meteoric water and evolved seawaters. One
component brine develops from the release of water of crystallization in gypsum.
4. Basinal brines developed early during extensive evaporation of seawater.
Under certain conditions of humidity and chemical composition of the evaporating brine,
the combined D-18O values define a hook, such that the data fall back on lines of
various slopes that are characteristic of those measured for basinal brines. Meteoric water
could have entered the system with the passage of time (Knauth and Beeunas, 1986).
5. The present brines are mixtures of several components, one of which is
meteoric water. The other components are relatively unaltered sea water and brines of
different degrees of evolution from seawater (Fontes and Matray, 1993).
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These explanations are basin specific but certain features, most notably the
involvement of meteoric water and an evolved marine component, are common to brines
in all basins. A proper understanding of the stable isotope systematics and evolution of
basinal brines must include a careful consideration of the chemical compositions of the
brines.
4.11 Glacial Ice
At various times in the history of our planet, including the present, glacial ice has
been an important reservoir of fresh water on Earth. Because glaciers form at high
latitudes and altitudes, they are isotopically unusually light. During periods of maximum
glaciation in the past, the oceans had significantly higher 18O/16O and D/H ratios because
so much light water was locked-up on land. Stable isotope measurements have always
loomed in importance as a means of attacking classic problems in glaciology and
paleoclimatology. In his classic paper on oxygen isotope variations in fresh waters,
Dansgaard (1954) wrote "Greenland Ice Cap . . , in the opinion of this author, offers the
possibility . . . to determine climatic changes over a period of time of several hundred
years of the past. . . . An investigation will be undertaken as soon as an opportunity
exists". These words must surely register among the greatest understatements in the
history of geochemistry. At that time, he had no idea how wildly successful this idea
would prove to be! The hope to evaluate climatic variations on a scale of several hundred
years underestimated the success of this avenue of research by three orders of magnitude.
Ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica provide a continuous record of precipitation that
reaches over 130,000 years in Greenland and >800,000 years in Antarctica.
4.11.1 Underlying bases for glacial paleoclimatology
The basic premise of glacial paleoclimatology is that mean 18O and D values of
precipitation falling in a given season or longer period are related to mean ambient
temperatures. This correlation is especially robust at high latitudes where condensation
occurs near to the ground surface (Fig. 4.20).
Requisite conditions for successful application of isotopic analyses of glacial ice
to climate (temperature) reconstruction are the following:
1. Significant accumulation must occur in both winter and summer in order to be
able to 'count' annual bands.
2. The pattern of precipitation, or trajectory of air masses, is the same year
round, or is known to vary in a predictable manner.
3. Ablation (sublimation) of snow is minimal.
4. The topography at the site of accumulation remains constant (no elevation
changes).
5. A method for determining the age of the ice layers is available.
Stable isotope compositions of glacial ice in Antarctica and Greenland indeed
vary with the seasons as expected: 18(and D) values of summer samples are higher
than those of winter samples. Differences in 18O values between summer and winter ice,
18Osummer-winter, range from >10‰ for samples only decades old to 2 to 3‰ for samples
that are several hundred years old (Fig. 4.21). Dansgaard determined a 18O/temperature
gradient for modern Antarctic ice of d18O/dT = ~0.69‰/oC, with higher 18O values
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corresponding to higher temperatures. dD/dT from Antarctica gives a slope of 6.04‰/°C
(Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984) from Antarctica. In recent accumulations, summer ice is
visibly different from winter ice because summer ice undergoes a certain amount of
melting. With increasing age, the distinction between summer and winter layers becomes
blurred but seasonal isotope
variations are still recognizable.
Ice recrystallizes and flattens,
the layers become thinner and
optical distinctions between
summer
and
winter
ice
disappear. Diffusion also has a
small
effect,
such
that
differences between summer
and
winter
layers
are
significantly reduced (Johnsen
et al., 1972).
4.11.2 Determining the age of
glacial ice
Assigning reliable ages
to the ice poses a major
challenge in isotopic studies of
glacial ice. Tritium and 210Pb dating is used frequently for samples of ice that are younger
than about 100 years. For somewhat older samples, 14C dating can be used but this
technique requires large samples of fracture free ice. Annual layers can be counted by
visual inspection but, for samples older than several hundred years, the task becomes
increasingly difficult. For each year, the isotopic composition of about 8 samples must be
measured to establish clear seasonal variation. In addition, parts of the core may be
missing and the annual layers ultimately become intractably thin.
An important method of dating ice is to link the age of ice layers containing
volcanic ash or sulfurous aerosols to historic dates of the eruptions. Zielinski et al. (1994)
identified 43 layers in the 8,000 years of the Greenland GISP 2 (Greenland Ice Sheet
Project) core whose ice had relatively high acidity (SO4 in excess of 20 ppb). Stuiver et
al. (1995) correlated over 80% of these layers with historic accounts of eruptions
worldwide. Depending on distance to the volcano, there may be a lag of several years for
sulfurous aerosols to reach Greenland, but the correlations made to date appear to be
excellent. For many eruptions, there is a lowering of temperature of ~ 1oC for several
years preceding the appearance of the aerosol, due to the lag in arrival of the dust to the
extreme boreal regions (Stuiver et al., 1995).
Fig. 4.20. Correlation between the mean annual surface
temperature and D value of snow in East Antarctica. Best fit
line is D = 6.04 t -51. t in °C. After Jouzel and Merlivat (1984)

4.11.3 Thinning of ice layers
With established differences between the isotopic compositions of summer and
winter ice, it should be possible to combine layer thickness with isotopic composition to
estimate accumulation rates of summer and winter ice. This approach has been used with
some success, but layer thickness decreases with time due to flattening or thinning
imposed by the load of ice above and recrystallization. Typical decreases in thickness
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Fig. 4.21. 18O values (SMOW) in firn and ice as a function of depth at Camp Century,
Greenland deep ice core. As the ice ages and becomes compressed, seasonal differences are
reduced due to homogenization, and annual cycles become thinner. Y-axis is 18O vs SMOW.
Years corresponding to summer values are given for first three curves. After Johnsen et al.
(1972).

with time are 0.35 m/y for ice less than 280 years old, 0.20 m/y for ice 1800 years old,
and 0.054 m/y for ice that is 8,300 years old. Dansgaard et al. (1969) proposed a
mathematical model for evaluating the thinning of glacial ice as a function of age
assuming 1) constant rate of accumulation, 2) constant thickness of the total ice sheet, 3)
constant flow rate with time, and 4) the same geographic position of deposition for each
layer. In order to minimize uncertainties with these calculations, samples are taken from a
glacial divide where there is little or no lateral flow and changes in elevation are minimal.
Classic, well known sites in Greenland and Antarctica meet these criteria and have been
investigated (Johnsen et al., 1972).
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Fig. 4.22. The upper 283 m of the ice core at Camp Century, Greenland. The shaded areas represent
warmer times, the curve on the left is a Fourier transform fit to the data given at right. The arrows
refer to specific known cold and warm periods. See text for details. After Dansgaard et al. (1971).

4.11.4 The example of Camp Century, N. Greenland
An example of the information retrievable from ice cores is seen in results from
Camp Century, N. Greenland (Dansgaard et al., 1971). The following discussion is
divided into three parts, on the basis of distinct depths of the ice core.
0 to 283 meters The age of the ice over this core distance ranges from 0 to 780
b.p. (Fig. 4.22). Dansgaard et al. originally sampled the core at the decadal scale7. A
number of cold and warm periods can be identified in the data shown in Figure 4.22.
a) a climatic optimum in 1930
b) the Little Ice Age (1600 – 1740).
c) a cold period in the 15th century that may have been
responsible for the demise of the Viking settlements
in Greenland.
d) especially cold years in 1352 and 1355. Recorded dates
for severe Icelandic winters are 1350, 1351, and 1355

7

Investigators now are able to sample at the annual scale going back in excess of 1000 years (e.g., Stuiver
et al., 1995).
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Fig. 4.23. Most recent 14 thousand years of Camp Century Ice core. Dramatic shifts to lower 18O
values in Pleistocene samples. The last millennium appears to be colder than the preceding one. The
18O values during the climatic optimum are higher than at any other time. The rapid oscillations in
the Pleistocene are due to glacial events, the overall lowering of 18O values with increasing age may
be in part related to changing local circulation patterns. After Dansgaard et al. (1971).

296 to 1150 meters The ages of the ice at these greater depths are not well determined,
but most likely cover the last 15,000 years of ice formation. There are significant results
that can be extracted from the older core (Fig. 4.23).
a) The last millennium was cold, as were the first half of the third and fourth
millennia.
b) The post-glacial Climatic optimum from 4,100 to 8,000 y.b.p. has consistently
high 18O values.
c) The end of the Younger Dryas (the end of the Wisconsonian glaciation) is clearly
visible
d) There is a strong shift to lower 18O values in the late Plistocene, that may be in
part related to changing local circulation patterns.
0 to 1373 meters The annual layers of the core get significantly compressed with age
(Fig. 4.24). Although it is difficult to know ages precisely, it appears that the core is over
126,000 years old at the bottom (Dansgaard et al., 1982), a conclusion supported by
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comparison with other Greenland ice cores. Correlations with Antarctic ice cores are
more difficult due to the complex ocean circulation patterns around Antarctica. Several
features are apparent.
a) The entire Wisconsonian glaciation is visible, from 73,000 to 13,000
ybp. These can be divided into an early, middle and late events.
b) The Barbados I, II and III high sea-level stands are apparent in the
lower parts of the diagram, resulting in the highest 18O values
measured in the entire section.
c) There is a rapid and sudden change to significantly higher 18O values
at the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary.
4.11.5 Example of the GRIP Summit Core: Flickering climates
Perhaps the most significant development in stable isotope studies of glacial ice, and
one that may bear on governmental policies regarding global warming, is the indication
that changes in climate can be more rapid than
generally assumed (Alley et al., 2003).
Members of the Greenland Ice Core Project
(GRIP) observed remarkable changes in the
18O values of ice from the Eemian period
(133,000 to 114,000 b.p.), an interglacial period
that was previously thought to be one of stable
warmth (Johnsen et al., 1997). The GRIP data
record three warm substages in the Eemian that
were about 7oC higher than the intervening cold
stages. But, even more striking was the finding
that temperatures dropped about 14oC over a
period of only a decade or two at the end of the
Eemian. If the interpretation of these data is
correct, our present stable climate over the last
8000 years should be considered an exception
to the possible norm of rapid climate change on
Earth.
An abrupt temperature change is also
seen at the end of the Younger Dryas
(Dansgaard et al., 1989). Rapid changes in
humidity and dust accumulation occurred in a
period of about 20 years, while temperatures
Fig. 4.24. The full record of the Camp Century
Core, plotted against corrected time scale. A rapid
warming is seen at the end of the Pleistocene, and a
more gradual cooling starting at the beginning of the
Wisconsin. Numerous glacial events can be
identified on the isotope curve (Dansgaard et al.,
1971).
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increased by 7°C in a 50 year period in South Greenland (Fig. 4.25). Such changes
indicate the fragility of the surface temperature of our planet, and the need to be
concerned with the effects of our anthropogenic activity.

Fig. 4.25. Rapid increase in 18O values and concomitant decrease in dust (warmer, less arid) indicate a
rapid change in both temperature and humidity during the Pleistocene-Holocene transition. A
temperature change of ~7‰ in 50 years is indicated from the 18O record of the S. Greenland ice core
at the Younger Dryas-Pre-Boreal transition. The changing dust concentration and deuterium excess
parameter (not shown) over a 20 year period indicates rapid changes in climate, possibly related to
changing ocean circulation patterns. After Dansgaard (1989).

4.12 Triple oxygen isotope geochemistry of meteoric water
The 18O and 17O values of most waters are generally well correlated, with ′17O
= 0.528 × ′18O + 0.037 for global meteoric waters. Nevertheless, there are subtle
departures from this relationship, which, though small, have geological significance (see
section 3.7 for the basics of triple isotope systems). Luz and Barkan (2010) conducted an
extensive study of meteoric waters and pointed out the similarities between the triple
isotope system and the d excess parameter. The analogy to the d excess parameter is the
17O value (eq. 3.35), where
′17O = ′17O - 0.528 × ′18O + 0.037

4.22.

Variations in the ′17O value are related to the relative humidity at the source of
precipitation. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.27. Luz and Barkan explain the effect
using the Craig-Gordon model, where there is a thin layer of water-saturated air at 100%
relative humidity overlying the water layer and then a diffusion boundary into the
unsaturated air above that. The overall fractionation can be explained as a two-stage
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process. First, water vapor in equilibrium with liquid water (point a) will plot at point b
in Fig. 4.26 following an equilibrium (water - water vapor) fractionation of 0.529. Second is
the diffusion of water vapor into unsaturated air. The  value for diffusion is a function of
relative humidity. The oxygen isotope fractionation is larger for H218O/H216O than
H217O/H216O, and the slope ( is on the order of 0.518. This drives the vapor from b to c.
Condensation will plot along the dashed line with a slope of 0.528 – the global meteoric
water line for triple oxygen isotopes. Combined Rayleigh fractionation for 18O/16O and
17
O/16O results in an effective  of 0.528 (insensitive to temperature), explaining the
slope of global meteoric waters. The 17O value is fundamentally a function of the
relative humidity at the ocean source. The near-zero 17O value for extreme high latitude
snow from Antarctica (SLAP and Dome F) is explained by the kinetics of H2O diffusion
through air to the deposition site in growing ice crystals (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984). At
the other extreme, low 17O values for high 18O value waters is explained by extreme
evaporation which is equivalent of driving water droplets from c to b.

Fig. 4.26. The water vapor in equilibrium with ocean water at point a will plot at point c. This can be
envisioned as a two-step process. First, the water vapor boundary layer at 100% relative humidity
fractionates with a  value of 0.529 (a → b). Second, diffusion into the unsaturated overlying air
follows a shallow slope of ~0.518, driving it to a positive ′17O value.

The contoured 17O values for waters in the United States (based on tap water
values) is shown in Fig. 4.27 (Li et al., 2015). Although it is assumed that both d excess
and 17O values of meteoric waters are related to water source relative humidity, the
preliminary 17O values for tap waters do not correlate strongly with d excess (compare
Fig. 4.27 with Fig. 4.8). Cleary more work is warranted in terms of comparing these two
ratios.
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Fig. 4.27. Contoured 17O values for the United States based on data from a number of tap water
locations. Tap water samples that do not match the assumed average 18O values of the region are
excluded from the contouring (and not shown on this figure). Modified from Li et al. (2015).
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